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A Recipe for Success: A Comparative View of Mathematics Teacher Education in Finland and Singapore

Berglind Gisladóttir
Björg Jóhannsdóttir
Teachers College Columbia University

Finland and Singapore are both nations that have excelled in mathematics on international assessments, such as the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) and the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS). Evidence of Finland’s educational success emerged with the outcome of the first PISA study in 2000. Since then, many have looked to Finland for explanations. Within the field of education, many believe the reasons for the success are primarily pedagogical, referring to Finland’s excellent teachers and high-quality teacher education. Similarly for Singapore, the consistency in the country’s good outcome in the TIMSS study has brought the world’s attention to this small island country. This article explores the similarities and differences in the educational systems of these two countries.

When looking for successful approaches to pursue in education, it may be helpful to look abroad, particularly to those countries that perform well in international assessments of mathematics. The inspection of teacher education, certification policies, and practices in Finland and Singapore reveals some surprising similarities as well as many differences across the countries. This comparison focuses on the teacher education and development process in two countries whose students have demonstrated relatively high proficiency in international studies. While data on teacher preparation alone are not sufficient to explain student achievement, it is interesting to see how those outstanding countries train their teachers. Both PISA and TIMSS evaluate students’ mathematical knowledge. The main difference between the studies has to do with the type of content and skills being measured. TIMSS focuses on curricular material taught in schools, while PISA has a greater focus on problem solving, evaluation of information, statistics, and probability (NGA, CCSSO, and Achieve, 2008).

Finland

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a collaborative effort on behalf of the OECD countries to assess the knowledge and skills of 15-year-old students. The study is conducted every three years, beginning in 2000. It is built on the “best possible” measures to ensure just comparison between performance of different countries and cultural regions (Björnsson, Halldórsson, & Öljafsson, 2004). Since the first PISA study in 2000, Finland has consistently been one of the top countries when it comes to student achievement in each cycle, and in all three domains of the study: mathematical literacy, scientific literacy, and reading. The good outcome of Finnish students in the PISA study is likely brought on by many social and cultural factors and may not be caused solely by Finland’s good teachers. That being said, this accomplishment is a strong indicator that Finland is on the right track when it comes to teacher education (Simola, 2005).

The Finnish School System

Finland established compulsory education in the 1920s, and the current comprehensive school system has been in place since the 1970s. The comprehensive school system in Finland consists of 9 years of compulsory education for all Finnish children starting at the age of seven. For children five and six years of age, there is an elective pre-school education that over 90% of Finnish children attend. The comprehensive school is followed by upper secondary school (not mandatory but available to all) and then universities and other institutions of higher education. The expense of education in Finland, at all levels, is mainly carried by taxes (Björkqvist, 2006). As well as being free, education is well supported, where teachers and students are provided with a good working environment. Teachers and students have access to technology, and teachers have little restrictions when it comes to educational material (Malaty, 2006).

Teacher Education in Finland

Since 1979, all Finnish teacher education has been the responsibility of universities, both primary teacher education and secondary teacher education. All teachers are required to hold masters degrees in order to teach in comprehensive school. Teaching in 1st–6th grade is carried out by class teachers, and teaching in 7th–9th grade and upper secondary education is done by subject teachers. Primary teacher education is by far the most popular field
in higher education in Finland, where only 15% of applicants are admitted. Secondary subject teaching in Mathematics and Physics remains less popular, as in many other countries (UNESCO, 2003).

Mathematics secondary teacher training is offered by mathematics departments of universities as well as by faculties of education. Students need a Bachelor’s degree plus an M.Sc. in which mathematics is a major or a minor. Becoming a mathematics secondary school teacher is a five- to six-year process, where students complete their studies by writing a Masters thesis. Education faculty of universities are responsible for all education of primary school teachers but only for the pedagogical studies of subject teachers. Mathematical content knowledge is provided by the mathematics departments.

In-service teacher education in Finland is well organized to support the individual professional development of teachers. In-service education is provided by the National Board of Education and the Mathematical Subjects Teachers Association, as well as in other organizations. Each university has a center for in-service continuing education, and each province has a Summer university where teachers can further their education (Malaty, 2006).

The interest in the teaching profession in Finland is substantial. Being a teacher is held to high prestige by the Finnish society, and teaching is considered a noble profession. One contributing reason is that Finnish schools have a pleasant work environment where teachers have the respect of their students as well as the respect of the community. This respect for teachers and the prestige of the teaching profession in Finnish society seem to outweigh the fact that Finnish teachers only have an average salary (Simola, 2005). Those who enter the teaching profession usually remain there for the rest of their professional lives.

Singapore

The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) is sponsored by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement. The study tests 4th and 8th grade students’ knowledge and skills in mathematics and science. TIMSS is conducted every four years, most recently in 2007. Singapore’s performance in the TIMSS mathematics assessment has put a spotlight on that small city state (NGA, CCSSO, & Achieve, 2008).

Teacher Education in Singapore

The Singaporean Ministry of Education oversees teacher education and the teacher certification process, as well as determining the curriculum content for the teacher programs (Wang, Coleman, Coley, & Phelps, 2003). One institution prepares teachers in Singapore, the National Institute of Education (NIE). Teacher education was upgraded to university level in the 1990s, and the NIE was founded in 1991 as part of the Nanyang Technological University (Deng & Gopinathan, 2003). NIE offers pre-service teacher education, professional development, and conducts educational research. NIE provides four major directions: Initial Teacher Preparation Program, Graduate Programs and Research, Academic Computing and Information Services, and Corporate Planning and Development. Students can choose between three teaching tracks in the initial teacher preparation program. These tracks depend on their interest in teaching at the primary, secondary, or junior college level. The teacher preparation program provides students with specialized knowledge in at least one academic discipline (National Institute of Education: Singapore).
To become a teacher in Singapore, students must go through a rigorous selection process. Teacher education is studied at the graduate level. The prospective teachers come from the top third of each cohort and are mainly university graduates. To teach at the primary level, teachers must be able to teach a variety of subjects, including English, mathematics, and science. To teach at the secondary level, teachers specialize in one or two subjects. Mathematics teachers in secondary schools and junior colleges must have a university degree in the subject (TIMSS & PIRLS International Study Center, 2008).

A part of the teacher education is a compulsory practicum and school experience for at least 10 weeks, under the supervision of experienced teachers and professors. To bring practical experience to NIE, school principals and former school teachers have been hired by NIE to be involved in the teachers’ preparation. This extensive practical experience is thought to help pre-service teachers link theory and practice (Deng, 2004). All prospective teachers must complete a graduate program for initial certification (Wang et al., 2003). The only way to get a teacher certification in Singapore is by the traditional teacher education programs of NIE. Once a teacher receives a Teacher certification, it is valid for life (Wang et al., 2003).

The Ministry of Education hires all teachers. Hiring requirements include an appropriate university degree, subject matter specialization, English language skills, communication skills, and proper attitude (Wang et al., 2003). Singaporean teachers get 100 hours paid leave per year, if they desire, for continuing education or retraining (Wang et al., 2003).

The term “benchmarking” is frequently seen these days. According to the American Productivity and Quality Center: “Benchmarking is the practice of being humble enough to admit that someone else has a better process and wise enough to learn how to match or even surpass them” (NGA et al., 2008). It could be beneficial for the United States to look abroad and see how things are done in other countries, both to see where others succeed as well as learn from their mistakes. In the case of Finland and Singapore, it is not enough to look at their performance score in international studies; it is also necessary to see what factors contributed to their success. The United States could benefit from Finland’s and Singapore’s excellent teacher education and their approach to low-achieving students. In Finland and Singapore, all teacher education is quality education, where the institutional structure of the education system and teacher training make overall management and quality standards for teachers easier to uphold. The United States should be concerned about the unequal distribution of their well trained teachers across schools and school districts. They should strive toward implementing quality teacher training programs in all states for all teachers.

Elements like respect for teachers and cultural importance of mathematics are hard to transfer from one country to another. Such modifications take time and require a change of heart both in society and within the teaching profession. Put in the words of Alfred Nobel, “it is not sufficient to be worthy of respect in order to be respected”; however, being worthy is a good start.
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